Murrey Wins the Gann Time and Price Award

Murrey wins the: Gann Time and Price Award

Oct. 17 2007 Murrey “presented” trophy*

*Gann relatives have attended Murrey’s classes in Nashville and Las Vegas. Murrey has seen Gann’s name in their family Bible.


Gann said: 1927: Expect all time highs to be October 1929 and lows to be July 04.1932 and hit them both and Wall Street money hungry opium addicts laughed at him and lost big time.

Get backs are Hell for Wall Street Fundamental following Fools who can’t derive M'Spie 3.125

Gann told Wall Street he would live to see (3/8%) double top from the all time highs at Dow highs at 382 = 3/8% and 1954 Wall Street “loser” brokers had all died except three with (no recall) so they couldn’t remember losing everyone’s money in the Crash of ’29 and Dow 30 Cash Index got back to ’29 highs at 382.

Gann had his grave set 18.75 feet above Wall Street in Brooklyn facing the fous on Wall Street, who told everyone to stay long in the markets after making + 120% profit short term.

T. Henning Murrey and his direct heirs own (forever) the (exact) formula and all Intellectual Copyrights and Maritime Common Law “look” of (every) exact price of each MM Trading Line since 1992-93, where Murrey was the 1st to (see) with his 3rd Chakra Eye: Musical Pitch from Poland March 17 1917 and July 17 1939 at 437.50 to 440.625 cycles per second set to the Flute of the Cherokee Indians of East Tennessee 6,250 BC at Watauga Palace of Cherokee Indians. Murrey owns the copyright trade mark.

Mickey Kantor, lawyer, US Secretary of Commerce under President Bill Clinton for (8) years, two years ago, spoke at Vanderbilt’s Law School Auditorium on the subject: International protection of Intellectual Rights of the “gifted” individuals, who do the hard work of thinking and figuring out everything for “workers.”


Murrey has been showing hundreds of thousands of students all over the world the same number, M’Spie = 3.125 since 10.09.1995, when everyone in Nashville asked him to keep it a secret till they retired 12.50 years: 10.09.07.

“There are no random reverses, get over it now.”

25 Years of losing (everything) with Buy and Hold investing with experts (who knew better).

1929 to 1954 “losers” got even with Buy and Hold Investing which is for chicken shit experts, who can’t tell you anything any time, except all markets are random and no one knows, what the markets will do next week: duh like hello.

US Buy and Hold Investing Experts exported (it) to Japan in 1986 and 25 years (later) Japan’s stock market has fallen from up (around) 40,000 down to as low as 7,500 10.10.08 and the highest it has reached is ½ way, so will they get (back) even the next 25 years? No way.

FOX Network TV Channels: states (almost) all journalism is Democratic biased random Truths.

All TV Financial Network Channels: state all experts coming on TV “see” all markets random.

After the Fact (every) Buy and Hold “loser” expert knows he should have told you to take huge profits, but he can’t admit it to you or (himself), since he can’t make a decision. Why?

New Trading System: by T. Henning Murrey

Stand on your head Mirror Affect: Go Long with Shorts (by seeing down markets going up): now Buy and Hold Long Term Investing experts can let you make money on the way down, finally.

96.875% off all owners of the most accurate high priced watches, are the (same) ones who say no one can tell
time when price will reverse.


Price and Time match (up) to the right, if you understand how to know (see) what price and which time to set the major US markets (to).


Gann: Time Price Cycles: 1 Yr. 2 Yrs: 5 Yrs: 10 Yrs: 20 Yrs: 30 Yrs: 50 Yrs: 60 Yrs: 100 Yr Cycle

Boston Celtics stock market Cycle: 1987 – 2007 forced huge sell after they won championships

Musical Time Price Cycle: 437.50 Yrs started 10.09.1492 and ended + 437.50 years (later) 10.09.1929 for Crash In US Stock Market

Lost Sound: Time Price Cycle: 1/64th Note

156.25 Yrs, when US was born with (13) colonies on 12.17.1773 at Boston Harbor Tea Party for 3.125 cents (tax) and + 156.25 years later 10.09.1929 was the start of USA stock market crash started 10.09.1929 in Boston when Mass. citizens refused to raise price of Mass – Edison Electric from 437.50 to 440.625 (+3.125) to get a stock split and it went down (-81.25) the next day, which was the (exact) % of the 1929 sell off down – 81.25% from 382 to 40.

Ten Yr Trading Cycle: 10.09 1987 to 10.09 1997 History Repeats off the (same) MM Frame: S&P 100 Cash Index: 10.09.97 MM 0/8th at 375.00 to MM 8/8th at 500.00 and 10.09.98 it was trading in the same (exact) MM Trading Frame and the lows were: near 406.25 on MM 2/8th; S&P 500 Cash Index 10.09.97 MM Trading Frame: Mm 0/8th at 875 and Mm 8/8th at 1,000 and lows (near) 843.75: and 10.09.97 the Dow 30 Index at 8,095 and 10.09.08 the price was 7,882.125.

Did your broker show these (exact) reverses?

Murrey’s Harmonic Frame Shift Cycle: markets shift (up) into the (next) higher (of) Murrey’s Master squares, when price closes 25% plus one point above (into) 25% of the next higher square: example: 249 price would be in Murrey’s Master Square: 100 since it is (not) at 251, which is 25% of Murrey’s Master Square: 1,000, right?

Proof: April 17 1995 The S&P 100 Cash Index was trying to close above 250, so it could expand its Mm 1/8th from 12.50 point to 15.625 points and it did, at 251 it shifted into 1,000. You were able to predict future highs by starting at: 250 and add + 3/8th then + 4/8th at Major MM 1/8th at 125 x 4 = 500: the Murrey’s Binary Regression: ½ Note: 62.50 then ¼ Note 31.25 would be 843.75 which was all time highs March 24, 2000. The next highs were 10.09.07 on Murrey’s Birthday at 730.625 and 10.11.07 the highs were 734.375, so the difference was Murrey’s Binary Regression: ½ Note: 62.50; then ¼ Note: 31.25; then 1/8th Note: 15.625 = 109.375, which was the (exact) difference from March 24 2000 and next highs on 10.11.07.

Murrey and Gann Predict (exact) highs….Gann provided 18.75 % and Murrey converted 18.75% to 18.75: 187.50: 1,875 MM 1/8th, so 15,000 = MM 8/8th. ½ Note: 937.50 points: 1/8th = 1,875, so 2/8th = 3,750: 3/8th = 5,625: 4/8th = 7,500: 5/8th = 9,375: 6/8th = 11,250: MM 1/8th at 1,875 and MM 7/8th at 11,875.

Murrey started: 10.09.90 Dow Index at 2,500, so Murrey added + 5/8th 9,375 to start on 2,500 = 11,875, which was the 01.14.00 (exact) almost all time highs of Dow 30 Index, which missed by 156.25 points, or 1/12th Note.

All Time Highs 01.14.00 at 11,875 down to 10.09.02 lows end of Y2K Bear Market was 1/6th (312.50) points below 7,500.

10.09.02 price at 7,187.50, so we add 3/8th at 5,625 = 12,812.50 + 937.50 = 13,750 + 312.50 = 14,062.50 on 10.09.07 at end of 17 Yr Cycle

MM 7/8th = 13,125 + ½ Note: 937.50 = 14,062.50, was the open price on 10.09.07 (17) Yr End Cycle from 10.09.90.

Murrey and Gann discovered 48th day or 6th Time to be a fast reversal Time: “see” MM 6/8th in Time from 10.09.90 to be 10.09.02 (6/8) was the (exact) low at 7,187.50 and ended 10.09.07.

10.09.07 the Dow 30 Cash Index opened up at 14,062.50 and it closed at 14,166.25 and then 10.09.08 (1Yr) later, it fell to 7,812.50 + 78.125 points to 7,882.

April 17 – May 19 2008: Double Top for (3) major US markets: Dow 30 Cash Index at + 1/8th on 13,125: MM 0/8th at 7,500 to MM 8/8th at 12,500: S&P 500 Cash Index at + 1/8th on 1,312.50: MM 0/8th at 750 and MM 8/8th 1,250: S&P 100 Cash Index at + 1/8th on 656.25: MM 0/8th at 375 and MM 8/8th at 625: Ratio: 2:1 Dow to S&P 500 and S&P 500 to S&P 100 at 2:1 and Dow 30 Index to S&P 100 Index 20:1.

Continued on page 70
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All three markets fell – 8/8th: Dow 30 Index went down – 5,000 points; S&P 500 index went down – 8/8th - 500 points and S&P 100 Index went down -8th - 250 points; plus all (3) landed on MM 1/8th Key of C on lows and reversed up on Key C (up) into the next higher MM Internal Trading Octave. There are no random reverses.

Every MM trader knew the lows would reverse off: 406.25 for S&P 100 Index; actual 397: 8,125 for Dow 30 Index; actual 7,882; and S&P 500 Index at 812.50: actual at 843.75.

Moron City, Tennessee University:
Snow flake Time from North Pole to South Pacific Basin = 10,000 years, so 1/64th Time = 156.25 El Nino.

Disclaimer: All prices and all times “presented” are documented as 100% true as reported by the Dow Jones Data Service, which every expert in the financial business ‘sees’ at the same time Murrey sees them, but Murrey is a professional predictor for the Money Managers, MBA Graduate Program Professors, Mutual Fund Salespersons and now, Broke Wall Street investment Bankers, who are (not) qualified to know (exact) Murrey Price and Murrey Time, since (every) expert on CNBC TV will start their Fundamentals = Fraud explanation with the mantra: “all markets are random by nature and I would convert, if someone would prove it to me, today.”

93.75% of all experts would (rather) you lose all your profits, than to give Murrey credit for finding the harmonic rhythm of the markets off (1) number and (1) date: 10.09.1854.
We will help you move forward and convert: please E-mail us at: 30daytrial@murreymath.com

Murrey uses (only) one (1) price: M’Spie = 3.125 and one Time: Oct. 09 1990 forward to predict exact all time highs in S&P 500 Cash Index and Dow 30 Cash Index to be Oct. 09 2007 (exactly) 17 Yr. Time Cycle: end of the (up) USA Murrey Family Time – price Economic Cycle…ended on Oct. 09 2007 on Murrey’s Birthday (after) 153 “fish” yrs from 1854.

How did The Murrey Family (know) to “see” Time set to their family’s Fate: in Nashville, when they The Henning Family and the Murrey Family lived in Philadelphia in 1797?
The Book of Murrey: dated back to 1562.50 ad Turkey contains Euclid’s Math Logic to: Murrey’s Binary Doubles Progression starting at MBA:00152587890625 (doubled) 17 times: then as anything grows past + 2/8th (up or down) it falls into Murrey’s Binary Regression: ½ Note: ¼ Note: 1/8 Note: 1/16th Note: 1/32nd Note: or 1/64th Note, which from the Illuminate Knights Templar Master of the Fives: T. Henning Murrey who was “vote in” Master of the Fives by The Lost Sound: Truth by substituting (exact) fractal price inside one of five of Murrey’s Master Squares set to (8) Harmonic Internal Octaves, which may be divided (down) into as many as (16) smaller Internal Octaves or 128 x 3 = 384 possible inside each of Murrey’s (5) Harmonic Master Squares.*

*Only (5) Master Level Murrey Math Traders are allowed to ‘see’ into The Book of Murrey per (every) 3.125 years. Are you ready, yet?

Murrey was able to “see” how Gann could predict future highs and lows off the “birth” of any market without (any) past history (data).
This Truth is explained in The Book of Murrey.

Animals and Winter Wheat know 3/8th and 5/8th temperature: 37.50 degrees and 62.50 degrees at 3.125 inches below the surface: solve it now from Old Testament.

Both families walked the Cumberland Gap Trail to Nashville in 1797 and Dr. Henning MD (3rd) doctor: a German Jewish doctor built the 1st brick house in
Nashville at # 17 Market Street (now) 2nd Ave next to “whipping post” where the County Jail is (today). It ain’t moved yet.

1803 Nashville: Dr. Henning MD built brick house and set US Economy to (solid) Truth.

1820: Nashville: Andrew Jackson “whips” the Brits at Battle of New Orleans and 1820 was the 1st time the expression: “USA” uttered.

1837: Nashville: Stephen Lindsay created the University of Nashville and proclaimed Nashville as “The Athens of the South” for genius IQ.

10.09.1854 Thomas Porter Murrey “ordained” minister to vow to follow Moral - Truth Math Logic of why 153 “sh” were caught on the 3rd appearance The Murrey Math Trading System was “voted” best timing with Time: by using (only) Oct. 09 starting (back) on Oct. 09 1854 (forward) every (year) and 17 years forward to 10.09.07 finish. Locius 17 Yr Cycle from 1875 bc will bring you to Oct. 09 1854 and this will be the last 153 “fish” up cycle for the USA as an Economic Super P.


Historical Note: Gann 1922 said he saw the markets future reactions in the Bible. Find it. What (2 + 3) = 5 men had 14 relatives x 5 = 70 who started the same religion where their temple was destroyed 70 Ad? Perfect Musical Pitch = 43.75 by 3.125 = 14, so Murrey’s Profit Pie: M’spie = 3.125

Cabbalists: Secret Truths Revealed (finally): Five books contain: Gematia: Numerology: Murrey’s Harmonic Internal Trading Octave starts with (3) circles (center point) forming Superal Triad: then (mirror) forming (5) circles then repeated and (insert) 3 (more) circles to form (10) seifrot to list (22) Hebrew letters in the (10) Paths to Wisdom: seen by Essenes.

17 x 8 = 136 years (from) Oct. 09 1854 = 10.09.1990 started (last) up Murrey Family Economic Time price Cycle ends 10.09.07 Oct. 09. 2007 was the all time highs for S&P 500 Cash Index and Dow 30 Cash Index off 10.09.1990 (last) 17 Yr. up Murrey Cycle. T. Henning Murrey uses (only) one number 3.125, which is the musical pitch speed (up) of music from the conferences of: 1917 to July 1939 in Poland, when they (sped up) “musical pitch” from 437.50 cycles per second to 440.625 cycles per second: + 3.125.

Mother Earth emits 43.75 Hertz cycles per (every) 24 hours. So, move decimal to right (1) place and you get the pitch of Harmonica, lyre or the Sacred Flute of the Cherokee Indian at 437.50 cycles per second.

1st Perfect Pitch Musical Scale: 437.50 x 2 = 843.75 and it was all time highs on 03.24.2000 for S&P 100 Cash Index, - 31.25 from 875 7/8ths.

T. Henning Murrey is allowed to use (only) one number: Murrey’s Profit Pie: M’spie = 3.125 to figure (all) exact future reverses and Murrey Math Harmonic Percentages (fractals – Ratios) off 3/8th (37.50%) or 5/8th (62.50%) off (1) of five of Murrey’s Master Squares (5)

What are the odds Murrey knew (back) on Oct. 09 1990, when the Dow 30 Cash Index was at 2,500, the future highs would be as simple as going out a Major MM 1/8th at 1,250 points x 8 = 10,000 + 2,500 = 12,500. This market at 12,500 will be a major MM 1/8th of Murrey’s Master Square: 100,000, so 1/64th = 1,562.50, so + 1,562.50 + 12,500 = 14,062.50, which was the opening price on 10.09.07 (17) years later.

10.09.1987 price at 2,656.25 and MM 8/8th = 2,500 and MM 1/8th = 156.25 so you take 2,500 and add 10,000 = 12,500 then move 156.25 to 1,562.50 and add it to 10.09.1987 highs at 2,656.25 and you see Murrey Family 20 Yr Cycle at 14,0625 on open 10.09.2007.

What are the odds Murrey knew (back) on Oct. 09 1990, when the S&P 500 Cash Index was at 312.50 by multiplying out: + 3/88th; + 5/88th; + 100%; + 200%; + 300%; + 400%; + 500% (x 5) 312.50 to = 1,562.50 + 3.125 to be 1,565.625?

What are the odds Murrey knew (back) on Oct. 09 1990, S&P 100 Cash Index was at 156.25 and ½ the S&P 500 Cash Index on 10.09.90 and 1/16th the price of the Dow 30 Cash Index: 10.09.90 and the S&P 500 Cash Index: 10.09.90 was 312.50 which was 1/8th the Dow 30 Index?

Oct. 09 2007 the S&P 500 Cash Index was at 1,565.25: luck: good luck: Take action sign up by going to: 30daytrial@murreymath.com

Oct. 09 2002 S&P 500 Cash Index at 781.25 x 2 (100%) = 1,562.50, so (5) years later Murrey Time and Price = 1,562.50 + 3.125 on 10.09.07.

March 24 2000 was all time highs on S&P 500 Cash Index at (near) 1,562.50 at 1,531.25 or 15.625 (3.125 x 5) from 10.09.1990: ...luck?

10.11.07 S&P 500 Cash Index was at 1,578.125 and 10.09.08 (10.10.08) the lows were 843.75: difference = Regression: - 625 (+ 5/88th) + 62.50 + 31.25 + 15.625 = 843.75 on 10.10.08. 10.09.07 S&P 500 Cash Index at 1,562.50 open then it fell - 5/88th (- 625) Then Murrey’s Binary Regression: - ½ Note: - 62.50: plus (minus) ¼ Note: - 31.25 = 843.75.

03.24.2000 all time highs for S&P 100 at 843.75

The S&P 500 Cash Index was trading in Murrey’s Master Square: 1,000 so each Major Murrey Math 1/8th = 125, so Gann – Fibonacci – Murrey all agree every (market) will reverse short term after it falls – 5/88th, which it did after it fell (almost) – 6/88th in one year.* Oct. 09 1992 to Oct. 09 1993: Murrey proved all markets want to fall: - 2/88th: - 4/88th: - 6/88th: - 6/8th: - 10/8th or finally - 12/8th and reverse up.

Murrey’s Binary Progression: (up moves) expand: 1/8th: 2/8th: 4/8th then 8/8th: then markets want to grow in ½ steps of its “current” MM Major 1/8th* less by Musical Tone: ½ Note: ¼ Note: 1/8th Note: 1/16th Note: 1/32nd Note: 1/64th Note.* Time is set to Musica Pitch.

*MM Major 1/8th would be: 12.50: 125: 1,250: 12,500, so you would know (years) ahead (exact) price opportunities for growing markets to slow down as they move higher: (after) + 2/88th: 3/88th: 4/88th: 5/88th; then 8/8th.

168 IQ Debate: Are markets random? How can you debate random against (not) if your personality is in denial after big extreme reverses off old highs or old lows?

10.09.02 End of Y2K Bear market S&P 500 Cash Index at 781.25 and it went up + 100% exactly + 781.25 on 10.09.07 (5 Yr. Time cycle) from 2002 and (back 10 Yrs) to 1997 and 1987.

The Murrey Family passed down: The Book of Murrey from Turkey: 1,562.50 AD to Jamestown, VA 1620 AD by Sir David Murrey. Euclid’s books on Geometry were hidden in Turkey till the “moral morons” of the poor wanted to destroy Logic, Reason and Morals by expressing all reason off “current” feelings.

Roslyn Chapel: Scotland had the musical pitch carved on its walls and displayed on its columns: Keys: C, A, B

The Murrey Family: on Isle of Man 1,562.50 discovered The Lost Truth: Murrey’s (17) Harmonic Octaves where all markets reverse off: Murrey’s Binary Algorithm: .00152587890625 or any of (256) or (384) exact Doubles of the Perfect Pitch Vedic Math (India – Vedic Math and Mt. Carmel Essenes) Sound...437.50 to 440.625 cycles = diff. = 3.125

Pi = 3.14 (old school) outdated replaced
by Murrey’s Profit Pie: M’Spie = 3.125
Perfect Number: Six (6) x 3.125 = 18.75 inches
10.09.02 Dow 30 Cash Index went up + 1,875 (just after) falling (exactly) – 1,875 points:
10.10.08 the Dow 30 Cash Index went up + 1,875 points (+ 39.0925) to touch reverse off
Murrey’s Sacred Sq. Root: .625 x .625 = .390625
Murrey’s Lunar (tic) Square Root: 1.25 x 1.25 = 1.5625: MM Time MM
Price Ratio 1/64th = 1.5625 by dividing 64 (Time) into 100 (Price).
Murrey Math owns every (exact) number divided by 3.125 or multiplied by MBA:.00152587890625 (17) times
Inside Murrey’s Master Squares: 100, 1,000: 10,000: 100,000 or 1,000,000 which will produce Fractals: ending in (0) or (5).
There are (only) 384 possible MM Trading Numbers. There are no random market reverses since 10.09.42.
Since Oct. 09 1993 every expert at investing has “touted” they could not “figure out” any numbers the markets reversed off or any time they could expect to reverse, but as soon as Murrey took ownership of (exact) Price and Time, in 1995 they all cried it’s generic and free, since they were too lazy to “see” it.
Every exact (future) price any market may reverse off will be known years in advance by asking The Master of the Fives: T. Henning Murrey, who discovered the Square of the Fives: Oct. 09 – 17 1960 at 17 years young at the 17 columns of the Parthenon, which were set 17 feet apart with the right angle columns set 14.0625 feet or an additional 1.5625 feet or 18.75 inches from the 8 columns to 17 columns.
What Religion started its exodus 1500 BC (10 + 5) on the 17th Day of Nison….. Why did John, in Revelations, end all Religion on 17th day?
Truth = Tree of Knowledge: 17 x 2 = 34*
Eve ate from Tree of Knowledge and was required to bathe in the Euphrates River 17 x 2 = 34 days to rid her skin of Sin deposited there.
Why did the Jews walk (only) five miles per day with: 6: 60: 600: 6,000: 60,000 on the way to the Promised Land and wonder (5) miles per day for 40 years after the Golden Calf Affair? What does (Man) really remember?
Master of the Fives: T. Henning Murrey
3.125 Million Dollar Bet (you against your broker) or your bar stool experts: each answer and add two or three and you will always have an Murrey Math Number all markets will reverse off simply moving the decimal over.*
*93.75% of all PHD Math Professors can’t do this 5th grade math problem, but Murrey did (it) at 17 to become Master of the Fives.
Why did USA start on 12.17.1773 Boston Harbor Tea Party (over) 3.125 cent tax?
All USA futures markets have been set by the Murrey Math Trading System (exactly) since Oct. 09 1993 when Murrey discovered them and went to the CBOT: CBOE: CME to show them the correct (exact) numbers these markets will reverse into 2012 ad.
Murrey owns (every) number divisible by: MBA:.00152587890625 or simply adding any: 1: 2: or 3 numbers divisible by: 100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 or 1,000,000.
Book of Thomas: (from) Dead Sea Scrolls: Talks of Solomon’s 50th Yr. Jubilee Musical Scale: so MM 8/8th at 50.00 and MM 0/8th at 0.00, so Mm Key B at 7/8th (yellow) fast reverse down shall be 43.75 with (5) sharps and no flats.
Proof Murrey Math works 100% with (no) Fundamentals = Fraud is to simply double 50: 100: 150: 200: 250: 500: 1,000: 1,500: 2,500: 5,000: 10,000: then switch to 1/8th of 100,000 and you will “see” 12,500 then 18,750 then 25,000: 50,000: 100,000 then 150,000, etc.
Now, it you want to predict (future) higher stalls, you simply find 12.50%
of these numbers and your market will reverse off them short by 12.50% or +12.50% above the numbers (just) listed. Are you afraid to believe it’s so simple? All time highs for BRK.A was 150,000 (exactly)

BRK.A set to: MM 0/8th at 50,000 and MM 8/8th at 150,000. It fell up at 150,000 at MM 8/8th.

Crude Oil: MM 0/8th at 50 and MM 8/8th 150.00

IBM: MM 0/8th at 50 and MM 8/8th 150.00

Soybeans: MM 0/8 at 500 to MM 8/8th at 1,500

US Dollar Index: MM 0/8 at 75 to MM 8/8th 125

Proof: Murrey’s 168 IQ “observation” proves using (only) (1) number will produce exact price.

USA is brainwashed to random guess thinking. We will help you move forward and convert: please E mail us at: 30davtrial@murreymath.com

3/8’th moves known years in advance: remember

10.09.97 to 10.09.2007 Dow 30 Cash Index MM 0/8th at 7,500 and 8/8th at 12,500, so fastest reverses would be off MM 1/8th at 8,125 Key C and MM 7/8th at 11,875 (yellow) Key B. Both these MM Trading Lines are 3/8th on either side of MM 4/8th 10,000, which what markets are really doing, trying to stay 3/8 or 5/8 on either side of the largest “current” MM 4/8th not just randomly run 3/8th or 5/8th from extreme highs or lows as was taught in old school by Gann and Fibonacci Traders.

01.14.2000 Dow 30 Cash Index at 11,875 and then in the future Sept. 11 2001 Twin Towers Attack (happened) and everyone went into “trading” Denial and forgot Murrey Math (precedes) emotion, since Murrey was giving a class in Brentwood, Tennessee Sept. 09 – 12 2001 and Murrey shut down classes at 8:30 am on Sept. 11 2001 and told the class a class close below MM 3/8th at 9,375 would force the Dow 30 Index down to (minimum) 8,125, which would be down (exactly) – 3,750 points (MM Major 1/8th at 1,250 x 3) = 3,750, which it did.

Sept. 11 2001 Crude Oil: after the attack went up + 1.5625 dollars to MM 7/8th (yellow) Key B fast reverse down and went down (exactly) – 12.50 points (Major MM 1/8th) or minor – 8/8th and took almost 15 to 18 months to come back up to its old highs double top. Why buy Puts?

Dow 30 Cash Index: 10.09.97 MM 0/8th at 7,500 and MM 8/8th at 12,500 and each MM 1/8th = 625 points and the Dow 30 Index fell – 1/8th below 7,500 to 6,875 on the Key B (yellow) fast reverse up (with) (5) sharps, Murrey predicted maximum run up to be – 8/8th of 625 x 8 = 5,000 points, so Murrey knew years in advance the market would want to reverse down after it went up a major MM 4/8th of 5,000 points or a minor (major) 8/8th of 5,000 to be 11,875 on the Key B (yellow) (5) sharps: fast reverse down, which it hit 01.14.2000 off the Dow transports signal and the Vix Index signal ahead of time. Again. Why don’t you use them? 10.09.97 to 10.09.07 MM harmonic

Bet (your) Broker: Higher authority (expert) to end any future reverse off the Dow 30 Cash Index which will (not) reverse off: 1,250: 625: 312.50: 156.25: 10,000 or Murrey's Prot Pie: M'$pie = 31.25 discovered by T. Henning Murrey (alone) by using Murrey's Law of Contradiction: if all experts say: "All markets are random, then there are (no) random market reverses.

5th Grade Murrey Math Logic: if all you want to do, is make money, just follow Murrey's 168 IQ and quit trying to figure out how it works: it's too late, Murrey already figured it out: 10.09.92 to 10.09.93, so it will do you no service to your family to try and improve on Murrey Math Trading System Logic. 10.10.08 Dow 30 Index makes Perfect Pitch Musical Scale: (total) runs up and down intraday set to Mother Earth: 43.75 x 10 = 437.5 points of 56 Mm 1/8th at 78.125 points = 437.5 total in one day: 10.10.08…was it luck?

10.29.08 Dow 30 Cash Index and S&P 500 Cash Index set to: the same Harmonic Internal Trading Frame: with S&P 500 Cash Index: MM 0/8th at 812.50 and MM 8/8th at 937.50 and Dow 30 Cash Index at 8,125 and Mm 8/8th at 9,375 and both markets went up + 8/8th 1,250 points and 125 points a Major MM 1/8th or a minor MM 8/8th when we set each MM 1/8th at 15.625 points and 156.25 points (same) spread. Dow Transports Index, since 1897, predicts (every) exact future reverse of Dow 30 Cash Index and S&P 500 Cash Index and S&P 100 Cash Index when you set 0/8th and 8/8th to MM Trading Lines. Who looks at it today? Vix Index predicts (every) exact future reverse of Dow 30 Cash Index and S&P 500 Cash Index and S&P 100 Cash Index to MM Trading Lines, since 10.09.90 back tested, since it didn't (come out) till 1993 and created by math Genius Bob Whaley: MBA Business School Professor at Vanderbilt's Owen Graduate School of Business. Nobody is allowed to know who he is, or how accurate he Index is, unless you try and improve it and destroy how it (really) works. Please E Mail him and he will give you his formula “free,”

Why don’t you (already) know these numbers?
What do you “see” everyday, so far?

The days of “random guess” Buy and Hold Long Term Investing and expecting to (finally) get back (only) to even are over for 17 years: relax up and enjoy the long term loses forever.

10.09.02 the S&P 100 Cash Index makes Perfect Pitch Musical Scale: (total) runs up and down intraday set to Mother Earth: 43.75 x 10 = 437.5 points of 56 Mm 1/8th at 78.125 points = 437.5 total in one day: 10.10.08…was it luck?
days. Rent our software by the month: kick the tires and get your charts set to Murrey's Harmonic Octaves (exact).

10.09.96 T. Henning Murrey started showing high IQ Gann traders how Gann did it (simple).

1905 All Time highs in Copper = 17 Yr Recession and 2005 all time highs in Copper = 17 Yr Recession in housing: enjoy cheap prices

1854 Recession in housing and 62.50% of all US money in the south and the North had to destroy the South to get their money power.

Cotton Gin was a few years too late: luck?
Did you know (realize) we were going into a 17 year Recession 10.09.07 on Murrey's Birthday, which was back dated 153 "fish" years from 10.09.1853 off Square Root of 153?